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1. DISCUSSION OF MAIN THEOREM 
If p is a prime number, then the p-exponent of a topological space X, denoted exp,(X), is 
defined to be the largest e such that some homotopy group of X contains an element of 
order pe. Our main theorem is a lower bound for exp,(SU(n)) if p is an odd prime. 
THEOREM 1.1. If p is an odd prime, then 
exp,(SU(n)) > n - 1 + [n+2P$-‘]+r+P’;P-l]. 
In other words, we show that, for some i, q(SU(n)) contains an element of order p” with 
e > n - 1 - [(n + 2p - 3)/p’] + [(n + p2 - p - l)/p3]. 
Computing homotopy groups is a notoriously difficult problem. The groups xi(F) are 
known only for relatively small values of i - n, and quickly become quite complicated, but 
the celebrated exponent theorem of [7] showed expp(S2”+i) = n for all odd primes p. 
Groups ni(SU(n)) have been computed for small values of i - n by many topologists, with 
all known results compiled in [12]. It was not until the work of the author in [9] that 
information about all homotopy groups of all SU(n) was obtained. There it was shown that 
exp,(SU(n)) 2 n - 1. (1.2) 
Theorem 1.1 of this paper improves upon that result. In this introductory section, we discuss 
the extent to which Theorem 1.1 might be nearly optimal. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved by computing certain vi-periodic homotopy groups of SU(n). We 
will review the basic properties of vi-periodic homotopy groups in Section 2. Here we just 
point out that for each prime p there is a vi-periodic homotopy theory, and the prime is not 
usually written explicitly in the notation. The u,-periodic homotopy groups yield lower 
bounds for p-exponents ince each ui-periodic homotopy group of SU(n) occurs as a direct 
summand of some actual homotopy group of SU(n). It is also important to note from [9] 
that u;‘Tc~~(SU(~)) is cyclic, and ]u;‘r~~~-~(SU(n))l = [u;%~~~(W(n))[. 
It is possible that our methods might allow us to compute, for each integer n, the exact 
exponent of the order of the largest vi-periodic group of SU(n). We denote this number by 
exp,(u;‘SU(n)). As observed above, we have 
exp,(SU(n)) 2 exp,(u; ‘W(n)). (1.3) 
This number exp,(u; ‘SU(n)) will depend intimately on the precise form of n. In Theorem 
1.1 we have sacrificed optimality for simplicity. It seems likely that Theorem 1.1 is quite 
close to the exact value of exp,(u;‘SU(n)). 
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A refined version of Theorem 1.1 is stated as Theorem 1.4 below, the proof of which will 
occupy most of our effort. Throughout the paper, v( ) denotes the exponent of p in an 
integer. 
THEOREM 1.4. Given n and an odd prime p, dejine integers N, i, j, and k by 
and 
n = N + 1 + (p - 1)i with 1 < N 6 p - 1 (1.5) 
i=jp+k with 1 dkdp. (1.6) 
For 0 < t < i, dejine 
and 
S;=I{s:tds<i,s=Nmodp)I 
S:‘=~(s:t<~<i,s~kp+Nmodp~}~. 
If N = k, de$ne 
and 
Let 
Let 
Si”=I{s:t<s<i,s-jp2+Np+Nmodp3}I 
6 = 1 $t-Np+Nmodp2 
f 
i 0 otherwise. 
s = S; + S; 
i 
ifN#k 
f S: + S; + S;” + 6, if N = k. 
E= 
i 
1 ifN<k, 
0 ifN>k. 
(1.7) 
We define n to be p-clean iffor all D > E 
v(i-j-D)<N-k+pD, 
p-cleaner iffor all D > E 
v(i -j - D) < N - k + E + (p - 1)D - v((D - e)!) + Sj+z - Sj+D, (1.8) 
and p-cleanest if N = k and for all D > 1 
v(i -j - D) < (p - l)D - v((D - l)!) + Sj+r - Sj+D 
Let r = v(i -j). Then 
exp,(v; ‘W(n)) 3 
1 
n+ sj+c if n is not p-clean 
n - 1 + v((i -j) ... (i -j - r)) + Sj+r+ 1 if N = k and n is p-cleaner 
n + v((i -j) ... (i -j - r)) + Sj+*+l if N = k and n is p-cleanest 
(1.9) 
n - 1 + Sj+, otherwise. 
All the notations of Theorem 1.4 will pervade the paper. The variants on n being p-clean 
have to do with the avoidance of associated numbers having large p-exponents. Note also 
that p-cleanest implies p cleaner, and p-cleaner implies p-clean. 
The bridge from Theorem 1.4 to Theorem 1.1 is provided by the following result, which 
will be proved at the end of Section 2. 
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THEOREM 1.10. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.4. Then 
SJ+E B [(n + 2p - 3)/p’] - 1 (1.11) 
with equality occurring if and only if k = N and j E N or N + 1 mod p, while 
S;+, Z [(n + pz - p - l)/p3] - 1 (1.12) 
with equality occurring if and only if k = N and j = kp + N or kp + N - 1 modp’. 
Now we provide the easy steps across the bridge from Theorem 1.4 to Theorem 1.1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use (1.3), (1.9), and Theorem 1.10. If k # N, we have 
exp,(SU(n)) > n - 1 + S(,+, + S;,, > n - 1 + ~+~-3]+[n+p2;p-lI] 
We now consider the case in which N = k. If i -j - 1 > 2p3, then S(i’$ l 2 2, which makes 
up for the 2 that we might possibly be missing if equality holds in both (1.11) and (1.12). If 
i --j - 1 < 2p3, then either n is p-cleanest or else p = 3 and i -j = 10, 19, 28, 37, or 46. If 
i -- j - 1 < 2p3 and n is p-cleanest, then either equality holds in at most one of (1.11) or 
(1.12) in which case the desired result follows, or else j = kp + N modp’. In this case, 
v(i - j) b 2, which implies the desired result. Finally, if p = 3 and i -j = 10, 19, 28, 37, or 
46, one can check that equality holds in neither (1.11) nor (1.12) and so again the result 
follows. n 
In [9], an explicit, but not very tractable, formula for exp,(u; ‘W(n)) was given when 
p is odd. This was 
exp,(v; ‘W(n)) = max{e,(k, n): k z n} (1.13) 
where 
e,(k, n) = min v { (iI 1 (- 1) i(!)ik):n6j$k]. (1.14) 
In [9], following the work of [S], the Little Fermat Theorem was applied to (1.13) to deduce 
(1.2), a precursor of Theorem 1.1. 
The formula given in (1.13) and (1.14) has the positive feature of being writable on one 
line, but the negative feature of not offering much insight into the actual values. These cyclic 
groups Z/pen(k,n’ were first determined by Bendersky in [2] as the l-line groups of the 
unstable Novikov spectral sequence (UNSS) for SLJ(n). In [9], the relationship of the UNSS 
with v,-periodic homotopy groups was first noted. The calculation in [2] was by downward 
induction on n. In [ll], the UNSS for SU(n) was computed by increasing induction on n, 
with complete and tractable results obtained, provided n d p2 - p + 1. A comparison of the 
results of these two computations yields results in number theory, proved via algebraic 
topology. The methods of this paper are an extension of those of [ll]. We could compute 
most of the vi-periodic groups of SU(n), but displaying them in a comprehensible form 
becomes a serious bookkeeping problem. So instead we concentrate our attention on the 
largest groups. 
As discussed in [9], we can use a computer to compute the RHS of (1.13) for small values 
of n. This uses the periodicity in k of (1.14) proved in [S]. In the following table, we compare 
the computer result for exp,(v; ‘W(n)) with ou r estimates of Theorems 1.4 and 1.1 when 
p = 3 and n < 45. The few cases in which Theorem 1.4 fails to be sharp are due to lack of 
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control of coefficients in Lemma 3.6; a huge amount of analysis would be required in order 
to sharpen this more finely. The cases in which Theorem 1.4 is stronger than Theorem 1.1 
are due to approximations made in the proof and application of Theorem 1.10, they are due 
to our desire for a tractable formula. We remark that the computer value when n = 34 is 
1 greater than that presented in [9]; our theoretical results here led to the discovery of this 
correction (see Table 1). 
An optimistic conjecture would be that the elements of largest order in rc,(SU(n))(,, are 
ul-periodic, i.e. that 
exp,(SU(n)) = exp,(u; ‘SU(n)). 
The justification for such a conjecture would be its validity for spheres and the fact that 
ui-periodic homotopy groups are related to K-theory, as are the spaces SU(n). The only 
cases in which the precise value of exp,(SU(n)) has been established are the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Ifp is an odd prime, then 
exp,(SU(n)) = 
i 
n-l ifndp, 
n ifn=p+l. 
This is an immediate consequence of the following facts. 
(1) Localized at an odd prime p, there are homotopy equivalences 
and 
SU(n) = fi S2’-’ ifn<p 
i=2 
SU(p + 1) N fi S2’-’ x B(3,2p + l), 
i=3 
where B(3, 2p + 1) is an S3-bundle over S2J’+ ’ with bottom attaching map c~i. (14) 
(2) If p is an odd prime, then exp,(S2’+‘) = i. (7) 
(3) If p is an odd prime, then expJB(3, 2p + 1)) = p + 1. (6) 
Bounds for odd-primary p-exponents for other classical groups follow from Theorem 1.1 
and the p-equivalences of Harris [13]. Indeed, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1.16. If p is an odd prime, then 
exp,(SU(2n + 1)) = exp,(Sp(n)) > 2n - 1 + [,,.g-3]+[,,.,;;P-l] 
and 
exp,(S0(2n + 2)) = max(2n + 1, exp,(S0(2n + 1))). 
Proof: The first “ =” is immediate from Harris’ p-equivalence 
SO(2n + 1) N Sp(n). 
The inequality follows from Theorem 1.1 and Harris’ p-equivalence 
Sp(n) x (SU(2n)/Sp(n)) N SU(2n). 
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?I N i k j exp,@; ‘SU(n)) Thm. 1.4 Thm. 1.1 
3 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 
4 1 1 1 0 4 4 3 
5 2 1 1 0 4 4 4 
6 1 2 2 0 6 6 6 
I 2 2 2 0 7 7 7 
8 1 3 3 0 8 8 8 
9 2 3 3 0 10 10 9 
10 1 4 1 1 11 11 10 
11 2 4 1 1 12 12 11 
12 1 5 2 1 12 12 12 
13 2 5 2 1 14 14 13 
14 1 6 3 1 14 14 14 
15 2 6 3 1 16 16 16 
16 1 7 1 2 18 18 17 
17 2 7 1 2 19 19 18 
18 1 8 2 2 20 20 19 
19 2 8 2 2 21 21 20 
20 1 9 3 2 22 22 21 
21 2 9 3 2 22 22 22 
22 1 10 1 3 25 25 24 
23 2 10 1 3 26 25 25 
24 1 11 2 3 28 27 21 
25 2 11 2 3 29 29 28 
26 1 12 3 3 30 29 29 
27 2 12 3 3 31 30 30 
28 1 13 1 4 32 32 31 
29 2 13 1 4 34 33 32 
30 1 14 2 4 34 34 33 
31 2 14 2 4 34 34 34 
32 1 15 3 4 35 35 35 
33 2 15 3 4 37 37 37 
34 1 16 1 5 38 38 38 
35 2 16 1 5 39 39 39 
36 1 17 2 5 41 41 40 
31 2 17 2 5 42 42 41 
38 1 18 3 5 43 43 42 
39 2 18 3 5 43 43 43 
40 1 19 1 6 45 45 44 
41 2 19 1 6 45 45 45 
42 1 20 2 6 47 47 47 
43 2 20 2 6 50 50 48 
44 1 21 3 6 51 50 49 
45 2 21 3 6 52 51 50 
Actually here we must resort to part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 to observe that the 
summand of the computed order in u; 1 7c,(SU(2n)) comes from the Sp(n) factor. It seems 
very likely that (for odd p) expJSU(2n)) = exp,(Sp(n)), but this is not something that we can 
prove. 
The last “=” follows from Harris’ p-equivalence 
SO(2n + 1) x S2a+2 N SO(2n + 2) 
and the p-equivalence M2”+’ N S2”+’ x QS4n+3. Then [7] shows that exp,(S2”+2) 
= 2n + 1. n 
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In [9, 5.7, 5.83, the upper bound 
exp,(vF ‘W(n)) < (n - 1) ( 1 + --& + & ) 
was established. We can give the following upper bound for exp,(SU(n)), but we feel that it 
is rather weak. 
PROPOSITION 1.17. exp,(SU(n)) < [1/(2(p - l))][(n + (p - 3)/212. 
Proof: The p-local splitting of SU(n) proved in 1141 and stated in Proposition 2.11, 
along with the bound for spheres [7], implies that if n = N + 1 + (p - 1)i with 
l<N<p--1,then 
exp,(SU(n)) < c N + (p - 1)~. 
z=o 
This can be simplified to [1/(2(p - l))](n - N + p - 2)(n + N - l), and this is less than or 
equal to its value when N = f(p - 1). n 
When p = 2, a result similar to Theorem 1.1 could probably be obtained by a similar 
analysis, although it will be more complicated due to da-differentials and exotic extensions 
in the UNSS. For Sp(n) and SO(n), Harris’s p-equivalences do not hold for p = 2, and so 
there will be nothing like Corollary 1.16. A non-tractable bound for exp,(Sp(n)), similar to 
that for exp,(SU(n)) given in (1.13) and (1.14), was obtained in [S], but our goal in this paper 
is tractable bounds, such as that of Theorem 1.1. 
2. BACKGROUND IN u,-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY AND THE UNSS 
In this section, we mostly review known results. Although some of these results are also 
true when p = 2, it will simplify exposition to assume that p is an odd prime. 
The vl-periodic homotopy groups of any topological space X are defined by 
(2.1) 
where 4 = 2p - 2, a notation that will be used consistently throughout this paper, and 
M’(n) denotes the Moore space S’- ‘Unez. H ere the direct limit is taken over increasing 
values of e and k using Adams maps iV’+qp’( p”) + M’(p”) and canonical maps 
M’( p’+ ‘) -+ M’( p”). Roughly speaking, the v,-periodic homotopy groups describe the 
portion of the actual homotopy groups which are detected by K-theory. This definition was 
given in [lo], where their relationship with actual homotopy groups of spherically resolved 
spaces was established. 
A space is said to be spherically resolved if it can be built from odd-dimensional spheres 
by a finite number of fibrations. Then SU(n) is spherically resolved from S3, S5, . . . , S2”- ’ 
using the fibrations 
SU(i - 1) + SU(i) + S2” (2.2) 
starting with SU(l) = *. It was shown in [lo] that if X is spherically resolved, then 
0; ‘xi(x) % lim 7i+kqp’(X) 
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and hence v; ’ xi(X) is a direct summand of some group ~i+kqp’(X). To make this final 
deduction, we need to know that the limit group is finitely generated, but this will be the 
case. 
Next we review the unstable cobar complex, which can be used to compute the UNSS 
for spherically resolved spaces. Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum corresponding to 
the prime p. Then 
BP, = n*(BP) = -&,Cvl, vzr . . . I, 
where vi are the Hazewinkel generators of BP,. Let I- = BP,(BP) z BP,[t,, tZ, . . . 1. 
where c BP (B;) ar; (Byllen’s generators. We have 1 vi1 = 1 ti( = 2(p’ - 1). Let 
I- = ;P*[h~-yh 
* be the conjugation, and define hi = C(ti). Then 
2, . . . 1. Let q = qR : BP, -+ BP,(BP) be the right unit. We write hiuj inter- 
changeably with q(vj)hi; this is the right action of BP, on I-. 
Let M be a r-comodule with coaction map $M: M + F 0 M. Tensor products are 
always over BP,. The stable cobar complex SC*(M) is defined by 
with s copies of I-, and differential d given by 
db, 0 ... Oy,@m)= i (- l)‘y,@ ... @ll/(Yj)@ ... Oy,@m 
j=l 
+ (- lY+‘yl 0 ... 0 ys 0 $hf(m). 
The unstable cobar complex UC*(M) is a subcomplex of SC*(M), consisting of terms 
satisfying an unstable condition, introduced in the following definition. 
Definition 2.3 [4, p. 2431. If M is a nonnegatively graded free left A-module, then U(M) 
is defined to be the BP,-span of 
{h’@m:2(il+iz+iJ+ . ..)<lrnl}cT@M 
where I = (i1, iz, . . . ) and hr = h’;h$ .... 
This unstable condition will pervade our computations. Usually we will have 
1 m 1 = 2d + 1, for which the condition becomes 1 ij < d. 
Define UC’(M) = M, and UC”(M) = U(UCT’(M)). If M is a I--comodule, then the 
differential d of the stable cobar complex of M induces a differential on the subcomplex 
UC*(M). We will usually replace it by the chain-equivalent reduced complex obtained by 
replacing U(M) by ker(U(M) AM). This has the effect of only looking at terms which have 
positive grading in each position. The homology groups of this unstable cobar complex are 
denoted by Ext$‘(M). 
It was proved in [4] that, if X is a simply-connected CW-space, there is a spectral 
sequence (Es*‘(X), d,} which converges to the homotopy groups of X localized at p, and if 
the integral cohomology H*(X) is a free algebra, then 
E%‘(X) = Ext;‘(P(BP,X)) 
where P(BP,X) denotes the sub-I--comodule of BP,X consisting of the primitives under 
the coproduct. This is the UNSS for the space X. We will write UC*(X) for the complex 
UC*(P(BP,X)), whose homology is E,(X). 
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In [3], the vi-periodic UNSS was defined and shown 
property. 
to satisfy the following very nice 
THEOREM 2.4. If p is odd and X is spherically resolved, the vl-periodic UNSS of X satisfies 
0 v; ‘E2f(X) = 0; ‘E:‘(X), and is 0 unless s = 1 or 2 and t is odd. 
0 v;‘E%z(X) = u;’ xt-,(X) ifs = 1 or 2 and t is odd. 
l v;‘_@‘(X) = dirlim ES;‘+kqP’ (X), where e is chosen suficiently large, and the direct limit 
is taken over increasing values of k under multiplication by 0;‘. 
We will use the unstable cobar complex for the unlocalized UNSS, but, as we are dealing 
exclusively with v,-periodic classes, we can, in effect, act as if it satisfies the first two 
properties of Theorem 2.4. 
The v,-periodic UNSS constructed in [3] mimicked the original, less satisfactory, 
definition of v; %c* (X) given in [9]. Alternatively, one can mimic the definition in (2.1) and 
obtain a v,-periodic UNSS which has a natural unstable cobar complex. This complex is 
obtained from the ordinary unstable cobar complex by tensoring with Q/Z,,, and localizing 
over powers of vr . Filtrations in this spectral sequence are 1 lower than those of Theorem 
2.4. However, this cobar complex does not appear to be as convenient as the ordinary 
unstable cobar complex for the computations required in the study of SU(n). We may return 
to that complex in a subsequent paper. 
We return now to properties of the unstable cobar complex which will be useful in our 
calculations. Let IF* hi = C(CFC(hi)) = c(CF ti), where x +r y is the formal group sum 
defined by x + r y = exp(log x + logy) with log x = xi a a mIxp’ and exp(log x) = 
log(expx) = x. Here {mi} is a set of polynomial generators for H,BP with 1 mil = 111~1 and 
n-l 
0, = pm, - j:l mjV!L j. 
The following lemma of Bendersky [2] is useful. 
LEMMA 2.5. The primitives P(BP,(SU(n))f orm a free BP,-module generated by elements 
{ x3, x5, x7, ‘.. 9 x2,,_ 1} with coaction given by 
w QXZj+l* 
The subscript k -j refers to the component in grading 2(k -j). Note that $(xZk+ i) 
involves only those Xzj+i for which j - k modp - 1. 
We will need the following explicit computation, which we prove at the end of this 
section. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Mod terms of degree greater than 39, 
IF* hi = 1 + h1 - h,vl + h,v: - 9 h:vl. 
i 
All terms in Et7 hi are multiples of terms h;l ... h:v, with VEBP, and Cei <ilvl + 1. 
The coaction formula of Lemma 2.5 will be extremely important, as it determines the 
boundary homomorphism in the exact sequence associated to the fibration (2.2). Indeed, 
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there is an exact sequence 
+ E”;‘(SU(n - 1)) + E;‘(SU(n)) + E;t(S2n-1)d, E;+‘V’(SU(n - 1)) + 
with 
d(Y) = Y 0 VW,,- 1). (2.7) 
This boundary formula is true since $ gives the coboundary for the unstable cobar complex 
of Su(n). The term 1 @ x2”_ 1 will not appear in our reduced complex. 
We will make frequent use of the following result for the spheres. Most of the l-line part 
was proved in [4], with (2.10) being from [6, 2.111, while the 2-line part is from [l]. We 
introduce here terminology x = y mod S2”- ’ to mean that x - y desuspends to (or is 
defined on) S2”- ‘. For elements of E;(S’“+ ‘), we frequently abbreviate xlZn+ l as x. 
THEOREM 2.8. 
(1) The only nonzero groups u; ‘E;‘(S’“+ ‘) are 
01 
-lEs,2fl+l+q”I(S2n+l) x zip” 
with s = 1 or 2 and e = min(n, v(m) + 1). 
(2) The generator of E:*2”+ ’ +qm(S2n+ ‘) is a,,,,= = d(uy)/p” and satisfies 
tl m/e - - uy-‘h’, mod S2”- ’ (2.9) 
and, ifm = speF1 with sf 0 mod p, and e > n, then 
c1 m/e E - sv?-' hl modp. (2.10) 
(3) Zf n < v(m) + 1 and 1 <j d n, then d(pm-Y(m)--l-jh;1)z2n+l has order pj in 
E:*2n+1+qm(S2n+1). It equals oy-j-‘hl 0 hi modS2j-1. 
(4) Zf v(m) + 1 < n and 1 <j < v(m) + 1, then d(pm-“-jhT)12,+l has order pj in 
~7,2n+l+qm(sZn+l). 1t equaEs uy-n-j+v(m)hl @h;+.i-v(m)-1 modS2n+2j-2Y(m)-3. 
(5) The homomorphism C2: E~*2n-1+qm(S2”-1) + E~*2n+1+qm(S2n+1) is injectiue if 
n < v(m) + 1 and is multiplication by p otherwise. 
The precise form of the classes on the 2-line in (3) and (4) differs here from previous 
treatments uch as [l, 111, which were always written mod boundaries or classes which 
desuspend. The classes are easily seen to be precise by the method employed in the proof of 
Lemma 4.6 below. 
Our final preliminary is to introduce the spaces which are the factors in the decomposi- 
tion of [14] of the p-localization of W(n) and its quotients as a product of p - 1 spaces. 
PROPOSITION 2.11 (Mimura and Toda [14]). There are spaces Xj(N)for 1 < N < p - 1 
and 0 Q j < i satisfying 
(I) X;(N) = SzN+l+jq; 
(2) there is a jibration Xj- l(N) -+ Xi(N) + S2N+ ’ +@; 
(3) H*(Xj(N)) is an exterior algebra with a single generator of each dimension 
2N+l+kqforj<k<i; 
(4) Su(n)lSu(m) =(P)rIIpN_llX$$I+l (N), where d(n, N) = [(n - 1 - N)/(p - l)]. 
The UNSS of X;(N) has Ez-term Extg’(P(BP,(Xj(N)))), where P(BP,(Xj(N))) has 
BPS-basis {X2N+jq+l, X2N+(j+1)q+1, *.’ vXZN+iq+l}, wit h coaction induced from Lemma 2.5. 
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Theorem 2.4 applies to the spaces Xi(N), and, because of the sparseness results for spheres 
given in Theorem 2.8, the following is immediate 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Zf 1 < N d p - 1 and s = 1 or 2, then 
-1 
01 n2N+ l+qm-s(SU(n)) = 0; ‘nZN+ I +,m-s(XbW)) 
if 
N + 1 + (p - 1)i < n < N + 1 + (p - l)(i + 1). 
Combining this with Theorem 2.4, we see that it suffices to show that if 
n = N + 1 + (p - 1) i, there is an integer m such that vp( (E:72N+ ’ '""'(Xi(N)) I) is at least as 
large as (1.9). 
We close this section with the proofs of Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 1.10. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. The first part was proved as [ll, 2.41. From that proof, we 
have 
CF*hi = C ( C h:‘mj)‘ilbi. 
I i20 j,k>O 
Here bi E H,,(BP), and by writing mj and bi on the right, we mean that we are multiplying by 
their conjugates, which becomes the right action of BP, on BP,BP after binomial coeffi- 
cients are used to write these elements as elements of BP, c H,BP. It turns out that bi = 0 
unless i is a multiple of p - 1, but that is not relevant to the proof. 
Since pj - f 1 mjl = 1, each term in (1 hfmj)i+ ’ is a multiple of some hyl ... hprn with 
mEH*BP and Cei -31ml = i + 1. Then Cei -$lmbil = 1. n 
Proof of Theorem 1.10. We begin by showing that if N > k, then the two inequalities are 
true without the - 1 on the RHS. For the first, 
s;=[i-;-l]_[l-;-l]=j+[k-;-l]_~-;-l]. 
The putative lower bound is [((k + 2)(p - 1) + p’j + N - pj)/p2], and so the desired 
inequality is equivalent o 
[k-;-l].[(k+2)(p-pf)+N-pj]+~-;-l]. (2.13) 
Since 1 < k < N < p - 1, the LHS of (2.13) equals - 1. Increasing j by p does not change 
either side of this inequality, and so it suffices to consider j between N + 1 and N + p, 
inclusive, so that [(j - N - 1)/p] = 0. The RHS of (2.13) satisfies 
RHS < 
_[ 
(k + 2)(~ - 1) + N - P(N + 1) I[ (k + 2 - N)(P - 1) -P = P2 P2 1 < o 
since k + 2 - N < 1. Thus LHS B RHS, as desired. 
Next we prove that if N > k, (1.12) is true without the - 1 on the RHS. We have 
Sr,= pj+k--l-@-N 
J 
[ P2 
]-y$-N] 
while the putative lower bound is [(N + 1 + (p - l)( pj + k) + p2 - p)/p3]. Increasing j by 
p2 increases both sides by p - 1. Thus we may assume that j = kp + N + A for 0 < A < p2, 
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so that [(j - kp - N)/p2] = 0. After k is subtracted from both sides, the desired inequality 
becomes, with D = N - k, 
[ 
(D + A)p - D - 1 I[ ~ (D + A + l)(p2 - p + 1) - 1 P2 P3 l- (2.14) 
Since 0 < D < p - 1, the LHS of (2.14) equals [(D + A - 1)/p], and so letting s = D + A 
reduces (2.14) to 
S-l F-1 [ a s(p2 - P + 1) P P3 1 (2.15) 
with s > 0. For 1 < s < p, both sides of (2.15) are 0. Since increasing s by p increases the 
LHS of (2.15) by 1, and increases the RHS of (2.15) by no more than 1, this establishes (2.15) 
and hence the desired result. 
Now assume N d k. Then (1.11) becomes 
N + 1 + (p - l)(jp + k) + 2p - 3 I-1. 
We subtract j from both sides, and note that increasing j by p changes both sides by the 
same amount, so that if suffices to consider N < j < N + p, and the desired inequality is 
For 0 < k - N < p and 0 d j - N < p, this is always satisfied, with equality if and only if 
k-N=Oandj-N=Oor 1,asclaimed. 
Similarly, if N < k, then (1.12) becomes 
C 
pj+k-1-kp-N 
P2 I[ _ j-kp-N+l I[ , N+l+(p-l)(pj+k+p) P2 ’ P3 1 -1 
which is unaffected when j is increased by p2. We let D = k - N and j = 
kp + N - 1 + up + b for 0 < a, b, D < p. The inequality simplifies to 
[ 
(b - D - 1)~ + D - 1 
P2 I[ ~ (b - D)(p2 - P) - D - up2 + 1 P3 1 _ 1 
which is always satisfied, with equality if and only if D = 0, a = 0, and b = 0 or 1. n 
3. THE CELLULAR SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
In this section, we sketch the proof of Theorem 1.4 when n is p-cleaner and N # k by 
showing, modulo two proofs postponed until Section 4, that for suitably chosen m 
v~(IE:‘~~+‘+~~(X~(N))~) 9 n - 1 + Sj+E. (3.1) 
The relations (1.5) and (1.6) which define N, i, j, and k will be used throughout the rest of the 
paper. Also E will always be as in (1.7). We will usually think of N and m as being fixed, so 
that they may be omitted from some notation. The expression I?;( - ) will always mean 
EsiZN+l+V( _), d an we let Xf = Xi(N). Note that Xi = S2N+‘+q1. 
We can organize the computation of Ei(Xb) as a cellular spectral sequence (CSS) with 
8;’ = E”,(Xf) for 1 < s d 2 and 0 < 1 < i, and d,: &‘,“I + 8fy1-’ induced by pulling the class 
in E:(Xi) back to E~(X~_,+,) and then applying -$ E:(XII:). We will usually omit the 
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subscripts of differentials. This subscript just equals the difference of the second super- 
scripts. It serves no major purpose, although we should keep in mind that short differentials 
take place before longer ones. Our desired E”,(Xb) is filtered with subquotients a%‘, 
0 < 1 < i. Each group E:9’(Xb) is cyclic, since, if nonzero, it is isomorphic to EiV’(SU(n)), 
which is cyclic by [2]. Thus our desired p-exponent is given by the sum 
V(IE;(Xhl) = i v(l&‘l). 
I=0 
Note that for s = 1 or 2 
8”;’ = zjpmin(N+(p- lU,v(m-I)+ 1). 
This is a consequence of Theorem 2.8(l). Perhaps “cellular” is not the best name for this 
spectral sequence, since each new sphere doubles the number of cells of the CW-complex 
SU(n), but we hope that the name suggests that it is measuring the effect of building SU(n) 
one sphere at a time. 
We are computing the CSS only in certain degrees that yield large groups. In [l l] the 
entire CSS was computed for SU(n) with n < p2 - p + 1, but to do this for arbitrary 
n would cause too many cases to have to be considered. We will always choose m so that 
v(m - i) is large, although not arbitrarily large. The largest groups JZiVZN+ l qm(Xb) are 
obtained when m is chosen in this way. There are variations in the exact form of the CSS 
depending upon relationships among j, k, and N. In this section, we will establish (3.1) under 
the hypothesis that N # k and n is p-cleaner, relegating two proofs to Section 4. Then in 
Sections 5 and 6 are will discuss the modifications required when these hypotheses are not 
satisfied. 
The following result, which will be proved in Section 4, is essential to our bounds on the 
size of the ur-periodic homotopy groups. The reader should keep in mind that we are only 
dealing with groups of total degree 2N + 1 + mq with v(m - i) large. Here we do not need 
to make any assumptions about n, N, and k. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. All difirentials cT’*~ + c?‘*~ are 0 ifb < i and a 2 j + E. 
This says that there are no differentials in a broad band in the CSS. Indeed, the only 
possible nonzero differentials either emanate from the top group, gl*i, or else hit into the 
bottom band, &“*’ with t <j + E. Recall j = [(i - 1)/p]. 
On the other hand, it will usually be the case that all groups &f7” with a < j + E are killed 
by differentials. There is an exception to this when N = k and a = j, but aside from that, the 
cases in which this does not happen are so rare and so difficult to describe that we shall not 
attempt to describe them explicitly in this paper. We are making a small sacrifice in 
optimality here for a big gain in simplicity of statement. In Section 4 we will describe the 
general pattern of differentials by which the groups &I,” with a <j + E are killed. In 
Example 6.15, we give an example in which a group 82’ with a <j is nonzero. 
Now we can see how (3.1) is obtained when N # k and n is p-cleaner. As just noted, all of 
the groups &‘,“ with a < j + E are usually killed by differentials from &iVr with 1 < i, while 
by Proposition 3.2 no other groups &‘2,a re killed by such differentials. 
We wish to choose m so that Z: = v(m - i) + 1 is as large as possible with the property 
that the generator u(,,_~),~ of E:(Xj) pulls back to a class z~Ei(Xj+,). This implies that 
differentials &‘rgi + 8’~~ are 0 if a 2 j + E. Later in this section we shall determine this t?. 
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Then C1,iv(ISk’I) = A - B, where A =Cl..i v(l&‘:*‘l) and B is the sum of the ex- 
ponents of the orders of the groups killed by differentials. Since v(m - i) is large, 
v(m - I) = v(i - I) for 0 < 1 < i, and hence, for d > 0, we have v( Ib:,i-d() = min(1 + v(d), 
N + (p - l)(i - d)). We may assume without loss of generality that this will always equal 
1 + v(d), for in the rare case in which N + (p - l)(i - d) < 1 + v(d), both A and B will be 
modified in the same way. Thus A = E? + i + v(i!), and 
j-l+& j-l+& 
B < 1 v( l&f9’l) = 1 (1 + v(i - 1)) = j + E + v(i!) - v((i -j - E)!). 
I=0 I=0 
We obtain 
$ov(~8~‘l)=A-B>F+i-j-~+v((i-j-~)!). (3.3) 
In order to explain how we obtain an estimate of the threshold value 2 of v(m - i) + 1, 
we introduce some notation and conventions for working in the unstable cobar complex. 
Most of these conventions were employed in [ll]. 
Convention 3.4. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
We are dealing with UC*(Xb(N)), where 1 < N Q p - 1, in total degree 
2N + 1 + qm, with v(m - i) large. Also, i = jp + k with 1 < k < p. We write X,” for 
subquotients of Xi(N). 
We write y, for the generator x2N+ql+l of BP,(Xb(N)). 
We write h for hi and v for vl. 
We often omit powers of u on the left side of terms of the cobar complex. In 
particular, h’y, means v m-a-zheyl. This can be done because we are in fixed degree 
2N + 1 + qm. 
If Cclyf and C&y, are classes in UC’(X), we write 
if, for each 1, cl - dl is defined on a lower sphere than is dl. The “L” stands for “lower 
sphere”. This will usually be used in the context of dl being the “leading term” of cl, 
i.e. the term which desuspends least far. Note that the dimension of the lower sphere 
varies from term to term in this sum. 
The following definition will be extremely important. 
Definition 3.5. The excess exe(y) of an element y of P is defined to be the smallest n such 
that yizn+ 1 is an element of UC”(M). 
This means that if y = y1 @ ... @ ys, then for 1 < i < S, yi @I (yi+l @ ... @I ys12,,+l) 
must satisfy Definition 2.3. In Lemma 4.2, we give a formula for excess of certain monomials 
when s = 2. 
One of our main results for pulling back is given in the following lemma, which will be 
proved in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that N # k, 1 > j + E, and 
(i - l)(p - 1) - v((i - I - l)!) + Sl < ei < i(p - 2) + 1 + N - v((i - I)!) + SI. (3.7) 
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Let z be a cycle in UC’(X(+l) satisfying 
with 
z = i (&he8 + LJy, (34 
f=l+ 1 
e, = ei - (i - t)(p - 2) + V((i - t)!) - S, w4 
c, E Z(p) 3 and exc(L,) < e,. Assume also that if 1 + 1 = kp + N mod p2 and cl +2 f 0 modp, 
then c,+ 1 E cl+2 modp. Then z pulls back to a cycle z1 in UC’(Xf) satisfying 
zl = z + (cth”! + LJy,, where e, satisjes (3.9) and exc(L,) < el. Moreover, if 1~ 
kp+Nmodp2andc 1+1 $ Omodp, then cI E cl+1 modp in zl. 
Note that this result is self-perpetuating as long as ei satisfies (3.7). The requirement that 
n be p-cleaner is needed in order that the first inequality in (3.7) is satisfied for all 1 2 j + E. 
The upper bound on ei in (3.7) guarantees that zl satisfies the unstable condition. 
Now we can easily obtain our estimate for E of (3.3). We wish to choose ei so that ej+E, 
defined by (3.9), satisfies ej+E = N + (j + E) (p - l), since this is the largest value for which 
h”J+eyj+, satisfies the unstable condition of Definition 2.3. Thus by Lemma 3.6 there is a cycle 
z in UC’(X$+,) satisfying 
z = i (c,h=’ + L,)y, 
with 
f=j+e 
ei = N + (j + s)(p - 1) + (i -j - e)(p - 2) - v((i -j-e)!) + Sj+,. (3.10) 
The RHS of (3.10) is our value for 2. Substituting this into (3.3) yields (3.1) when N # k and 
n is p-cleaner, modulo the proofs of Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.6. These proofs will form 
the main content of Section 4. 
4. PROOFS OF CLAIMS ABOUT THE CSS 
In this section we establish the claims about the CSS made in Section 3, hence 
establishing (3.1) when N # k and n is p-cleaner. That is, we prove Proposition 3.2 and 
Lemma 3.6. We also discuss the pattern of differentials which usually kill the groups S:*’ 
whena<j+s. 
We begin with some more general background regarding the unstable cobar complex. 
These general results do not assume any of the special notation and conventions of 
Section 3. The following basic formulas were used or proved in [6]. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(1) ul = phi + n(vl) and y+(h,) = hl 0 1 + 10 h,; 
(2) 02 = $2 + (1 - P ‘-‘)hyv1 + n(v2) - (p + l)$hi + Caivi ” ’ -ipih:, where ai E Z. 
(3) d(u;) = n(v;) - v; and 
d(v”hbvc) = (n(v”) - va) @ hbvC - v“$(hb)vC - vahb @ (v](v’) - vc) 
where $(hb) = $(hb) - hb @ 1 - 1 @ hb. 
The first part of this lemma will be used very frequently in the context of replacing phi 
by vi - I. For example, it is used in establishing the following formula about excess, 
which was defined in Definition 3.5. 
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LEMMA 4.2. If a < b and a d d, then 
exc(p”h* @ t.fhdue) = max(b -(p - l)(c + d), d) - min(a, Ib - (p - l)c - pdl) - (p - l)e. 
Proof: The effect of ve on the excess is clear, and so we will assume e = 0. Using Lemma 
4.1 (l), we can write the given monomial as 
(u _ Vv)ahb-a@UChd = vahb-a@vChd + . . . f h*-“@ ra+Chd 
which has excess 
max(max(b - a - (p - l)(c + d), d), max(b - a - (p - l)(a + c + d), d)) 
= max(b - a - (p - l)(c + d), d). 
On the other hand, it can also be written as 
h* @ uc(r - ylv)ahd-a = h* Q $‘+Chd-a + . . . f h* Q vchd-V’ 
which has excess 
max(max(b - (p - l)(c + d), d - a), max(b - (p - l)(c + d), d - pa)) 
= max(b - (p - l)(c + d), d - a). 
The excess of the given monomial is the minimum of the excesses of these two ways of 
writing it. Letting B = b - (p - l)(c + d), this is 
min(max(B - a, d), max(B, d - a)) = max(B, d) - min( I B - d 1, a) 
as claimed. n 
We will need the following fact, which follows from Lemma 4.1(2). 
LEMMA 4.3. In E:(S3), hyvl = vyhI mods’. 
The following result, proved in [ll, 2.121, will be very useful. 
LEMMA 4.4. hi’“-’ @ hl12n+l s - v~-‘hl 0 h;tZn+l modS2”-l ifn > 1. 
The following lemma, proved in [ll, 2.131, will also be used many times. It is the one 
place where the number of vl’s on the left is important. 
LEMMA 4.5. d(v\h;+‘) z - (1 + n + l)v\hl 63 h; modS’“-‘. 
A related result about the unstable cobar complex for spheres is given in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let v = v(a), and let 
z = &-e- ‘h’ @ h + LG UC2,2n+ 1 +W(SZn+ 1) 
be a cycle with E E Ztp, and exe(L) < e - p + 1 < n - v. Then 
z = d(usv a-(e+V-p+2)he+V-p+2 +L’) 
where u is a unit in Zcp,, and exc(L’) < e + v - p + 2. The same conclusion holds for 
z = Eva-e+P-2h @ /f-P+1 + L. 
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Proof: If E E 0 modp, then z is defined on Sze-‘p+ ‘. Since, by Theorem 2.8(1,5) or 
[l, 3.31, the iterated suspension 
~~.2e-2p+l+aq(~2e-2p+l)~~~,2e-2p+2v+3+aq(~2e-2p+2v+3) 
is the O-homomorphism, z is a boundary on S2e-2p+2v+3, asdesired. 
If sf 0 modp, we claim that, with E = e + v - p + 2, 
with exc(L’) < E, while, if D = spy, 
d(p”-Eh”) = sp”-E+Yh@ h”-’ + L1 
= sh@(v - q$-E+vhE-v-l + L1 
= s(u - ph)b-E+‘h @ hE-“-l + L2 
= sVu-E+Vh@ hE-“-l + L3 
= sCe-‘he@ h + L4 
where exc(Li) < E - v - 1 for 1 < i < 4. Then, if us = 1 modp, 
d(us(v o-EhE+L’))=&ua-e-1he@h+uEL4=z+(ueL4-L) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
with u&L4 - L a cycle of excess less than e - p + 1, and so, as in the first part of the lemma, 
u&L4 - L = d(L”) with exc(L”) < E, completing the proof, modulo verification of the 
numbered equations above. 
At (4.7), we merely use 4.1(l), and at (4.8) we just need 
o-l 
d(h”) = c 
0 
” hj @ h”-‘. 
j=l J 
The term with j = 1 has the largest excess. At (4.9), we have expanded (u - @-E+v and 
incorporated all terms except he first into L2, since q(v)hE-‘-’ = hE-‘- % has lower excess 
than hEmvml The term tYE+” is then moved to the left of the 0, where it becomes 
@/$-E+v, .. which we expand, using 4.1(l). In (4.10), we note that when (4.9) is expanded, all 
terms except the first have lower excess, since, ifj > 1, 
(ph)‘h 0 he-“-l = (u - &‘h2 @(u - qu)hE-v-2. 
Finally, at (4.11) we use Lemma 4.4 and the definition of E. 
E: 
LEMMA 4.12. IjXE UC2’2n+ 1+aq(S2n+1) is an unstable cycle such that (x} has order pj in 
2n+ l +aq(S2”+ l ), then x = d(uv a-n-%“+j + L), with u a unit in ZCp) and exe(L) < n + j. 
Moreover, if e < j, then exc(p”L) < n + j - e. 
The last sentence of the lemma follows from the above analysis and Lemma 4.4. H 
Another result of the same sort is the following. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.8(4), there is a unit u in ZCpJ such that 
x - ud(p”-“-‘h”) = d(L,) 
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with exc(LJ < n. We have 
P “-n-jh” = (” _ vUy-n-jhn+j = ua-n-jhn+j + ~~ 
. 
with exc(&) < n + j. The result follows, with L = uLz + L1. The last claim of the lemma 
follows from the explicit form of Lz; we can say nothing about multiplication by pe 
decreasing the excess of L1. n 
COROLLARY 4.13. Zf x E fX?,‘“+ ’ +a‘$T2”+1) is an unstable cycle with exe(x) < e, then 
x = d(uF’h’ + L)for some t < e + v(o) + 1, Z.J a unit, and exe(L) < t. 
Proof: The class {x} is defined in UC2*2’f ’ +Oq (SZe+ ‘), where it has order pj for some 
j < v(a) + 1. The result now follows from Lemma 4.12. n 
The following lemma will be very useful. 
LEMMA 4.14. The boundary a: Ei(X:) + E:(Xb-‘) satisfies 
d((c,hq + LJy,) = @the, + L,) 0 C HY, 
lC1 
where a, is an integer, h(r) is a product of h;s, and U(r)EBB*, with exc(h(r)u(r)) < t - 1. 
Proof: The first two lines follow from (2.7), Proposition 2.6, and Lemma 2.5. We use the 
last part of Proposition 2.6 to see that the terms are of the form 
(l(p - 1) + N)! 
YI! .‘. YI! (‘(p - 1) + N - Cyidi)! 
n (h(i)u(i)Y’~ (4.15) 
with exc(h(i)v(i)) < 1, di = (l/q)1 h(i)u(i)j, and Cyidi = t - 1. The result follows, with 
h(r)u(r) = n(h(i)o(i))yi, once we note that the coefficient in (4.15) equals 
(l(p - 1) + N)! (CYJ! (1 yidi)! 
(l(p - 1) + N - Cyidi)!(CyidJ! ’ yl! ... yr! 
.- 
(C yi)! 
of which the first fraction equals ( Icp ;I),’ “) and the other two are integers. n 
Now we begin to discuss more specifically the claims of Section 3. The notation of 
Theorem 1.4 and Convention 3.4 are in effect for the rest of the paper. We begin by proving 
the important pulling back lemma, Lemma 3.6. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let St, Si, and S: be as in Theorem 1.4. Note that 
and 
s; = 
i 
S:,, + 1 if t =Nmodp 
s;+, if tfNmodp 
S;’ = 
Sy+1+1 if t+l-kp+Nmodp’ 
S” 1+1 if t+1fkp+Nmodp2. 
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Let 
e = f?i - (i - t)(p - 2) + V((i - I - l)!) - Sr - 1. (4.16) 
We will show below that for every term (cJP + L,)y, in (3.8), a((cJP + L,)y,) in UC’(Xf) is 
a sum of terms T satisfying exe(T) < e, and so by Lemma 4.13, a(z) = d(ch’+‘+’ + L)y,, 
where v = v(m - 1) and exe(L) <e + v + 1. Since v(m - i) is large, we have 
v(m - 1) = v(i - 1), and so e + v + 1 is equal to the RHS of (3.9) with t = 1. The conclusion 
of Lemma 3.6 (about the cycle zr) is now immediate, using z1 = z - (che+“+r + I,). 
Now we establish this claim about the terms T in cY((c,h” + L,)y,), beginning with the 
case 1 + 1 f kp +Nmodp’. Let XI+, satisfy X1+1 =c,+~IP+~ or exc(X,+,) <e[+r. Here 
el + 1 is as in (3.9). Let 
Then we have 
exc(WI+ lag+ J) = exc(XI+ I 0 (N + UP - l))h) 
= ei -(i - 1 - l)(p - 2) + v((i - 1 - l)!) - SI+l -(p - 1) - 6 
= ei - (i - l)(p - 2) + v((i - 1 - l)!) - S1 - 1 
as desired. The 6 occurs in the first step here because ither exc(Xr+ 1) < e,, 1 or else XI+ 1 is 
a multiple of ?I”~+~, the excess of which is decreased by 1 when it is multiplied by p. 
All other terms in a(z) satisfy (with t > 1 + 1) 
exc(X, @ a,h(r)v(r)) < max{e, - (t - l)(p - l), t - I}. (4.17) 
We have 
e, - (t - l)(p - 1) = ei - (i - t)(p - 2) + V((i - t)!) - St -(t - I)(p - 1) 
d ei - (i - l)(p - 2) + v((i - 1 - l)!) - S, - (t - 1) 
< ei - (i - l)(p - 2) + V((i - 1 - l)!) - Sr - 1. 
The last inequality is true because we assume 1 + 1 f kp + N modp’. We also have 
t - 1 < i - 1 < ei - (i - l)(p - 2) + V((i - 1 - l)!) - Sl - 1 (4.18) 
with the latter inequality implied by (3.7). 
Next we verify the claim about excess when 1 + 1 = kp + N modp2. Now we have 
S;+ I = S;, 2 + 1 and S;’ = Si: I + 1, which cause the inequalities proved above in the case 
1 + lf kp + N to fail for exc((N + l(p - l)~~+~h~~+~ Oh) if c~+~ is a unit, and for 
exc(cJP @ a,h(r)v(r)) if t = 1 + 2, and c I+z and a, are units. The special hypothesis in the 
lemma says that we are computing 
with 
d(uh p+p+lyl+l + uh’yy,+,) 
e^ = ei - (i - 1 - 2)(p - 2) + V((i - 1 - 2)!) - S,+2 
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and u a unit in Z(,,). We write 1 + 1 = kp + N, with K = k modp, and, working mod terms 
of excess less than e^ - 2(p - l), find that 
qUh”-P+‘y,+l + uh”y,+,) 
)) 
y, 
P+N-1 
h”-P+lOh+Pw-l-~+KP) e^ 
2 
h Oh’-h’@(Uh-ph2) y&,+,+1. 
(4.19) 
In the first = , we have argued as in the proof of Lemma 4.14, and in the second = we have 
used Lemma 4.1(l). In (4.19), the two terms with ph” @ h2 can, by Lemma 4.1 (l), be written 
as h”- ’ @ h2, which has excess e* - 1 - 2( p - l), and we can use Lemma 4.4 to write h” @ vh 
as (VPhz-P+ 1 
+ L)@ h with exe(L) < e^ - p + 1. The first term cancels the initial 
hzmp+’ @ h, and exc(L 0 h) d e* - 1 - 2(p - 1). Thus (4.19) has excess 
< e^ - 2(p - 1) - 1 
= ei - (i - 1 - 2)(p - 2) + v((i - 1 - 2)!) - Sl+2 - 2(p - 2) - 3 
6 ei - (i - I)(p - 2) + v((i - 1 - l)!) - (S, - 2) - 3 
as claimed in (4.16). It is our lack of knowledge of the precise excess here that is the problem 
in the examples in the table in Section 1 where Theorem 1.4 does not agree with the actual 
value of exp,(u; ‘SU(n)). 
Next we establish the technical condition in the last sentence of Lemma 3.6 when 
I E kp + N modp2. Excess considerations imply that the only term which we need to 
consider is c1 + t heI+ ly, + 1, with cl + 1 a unit in Zcpj. We will show that when this is pulled back 
to UC’(Xf”), the new term added is cl+ Iheg+l-(P-l)yl, mod,!,. 
We have, mod L, 
a(c~+lhe’+‘yl+l) = (N + l(p - l))cl+lh’“l 0 hy, 
z (N - k)pq + lhei+’ @ hy, 
= (k - N)pcl+lh @ het+t-p+ ‘yl 
E (k - N)cl+ Ih 0 hel+l-PyI 
N-k 
=m--lcl+ld((he’+l-P+l + L’)yJ 
with exc(L’) < e,, 1 - p + 1. Here the first “ = ” follows from the method of Lemma 4.14, 
the first “ =” follows from the assumption that 1~ kp + N mod p2, the next “ = ” uses 
Lemma 4.1(l) to replace ph by u - q(u), the next “ = ” uses Lemma 4.4, while the final “ = ” 
uses Lemma 4.5 to control the coefficient and either Lemma 4.6 or Lemma 4.12 for the 
L’-part. Since m = k and I = N modp, the fraction in the last line of (4.20) is - 1 modp, and 
so, as claimed in the last line of Lemma 3.8, there is a cycle zl satisfying 
zi z cl+lhef+lyI+l + cl+lhel+B-p+lyl mod L. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 
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Next we prove Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. We will show that there is a cycle 
(4.21) 
l=j+e 
. . 
with exc(LJ < el, uI a unit m Zcpj, e, d (p - 1)1 + N, and (z+,heh + J!+)J+, a generator of 
,5:(X!). The numbers el will be less than or equal to the numbers al defined in the following 
lemma. Note that the conclusion of the lemma implies that the cycle (4.21) satisfies the 
unstable condition. 
LEMMA 4.22. Suppose i, j, k, N, and E are as in Theorem 1.4, and b < i. For 1 going 
from b down to j + E, dejine numbers M, and aI iteratively by Mb = 0, and 
a, = MI + v(i - 1) + I 
with 
M,=max{f-I-v((i(p~l):N)), a,-(t-l)(p-l):l<t<b}. (4.23) 
Thena,<(p-l)l+Nforj+&<l<b. 
Proof: We first verify that the lemma is true when M1 = t - 1 - v((“~;!‘,+~)). The 
desired inequality in this case is 
t-l-v((““r”:“)) + v(i - 1) + 1 d l(p - 1) + N. 
Using Lemma 4.25, this inequality will follow from 
which is implied by Lemma 4.26, since log,(a) + 1 < a. 
Now we illustrate the proof in the general case by assuming that for 1~ l1 < l2 
have 
al = al I - (11 - l)(p - 1) + v(i - 1) + 1 
aft = ali - (12 - l,)(p - 1) + v(i - 11) + 1 
al, = t - l2 - v (( UP - 1) + N t - 12 )> + v(i - 12) + 1. 
The desired inequality is then easily simplified to the following: 
t + v(i - 1) + v(i - 11) + v(i - 12) + 3 < lzp + N + v (( &(P - 1) + N )> t-l, . 
< t, we 
(4.24) 
We write the final binomial coefficient as [(&(p - 1) + N) ... (t - l2 + l)]/[(l,p + N - t)!], 
and observe that (i - I), (i - II), and (i - 12) are all factors of the numerator. Since 
lzp + N 2 (1 + 2)p + N 2 (j + E + 2)p + N 2 i + 2p > t + 2p 
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the only way that (4.24) might fail is if one of v(i - I), v(i - II), or v(i - &) is large. If more 
than one of these is large, then (/z - 1) is very large, and this will cause lzp + N - t to totally 
dominate all the v( - )‘s. 
We assume that it is v(i - I,) which is large, with the other cases being handled similarly. 
Similarly to Lemma 4.25, we have 
v(i - Zl) - v cc 12(P - 1) + N t - 12 )I ( < v (i - t + 12 - 11) i z:pt;y 1; ( 2 1 )> 
and so, using also Lemma 4.26, the desired inequality, (4.24), follows from 
v(i - I) + v(i - 12) + [log,(l,p + N - t)] + 3 d 12p + N - t 
which is clear from the preceding discussion. Indeed, it is true that 
lzp + N _ t 2 pv(i-O + pv(i-M, 
A final case deserving mention is the case 1 = b. Here we require 
v(i - b) + 1 < (p - 1)b + N. For b >j + E, this is implied by the fact that v(x) < x. n 
Now we complete the proof of Proposition 3.2. We are trying to establish existence of 
the cycle (4.21). Assume that we have a cycle 
z1+1 = ,=i 1 (uthG +L)Yt 
with exc(L,) < e, < a,, where a, is as defined in Lemma 4.22. Then a(~, + i) is evaluated as in 
Lemma 4.14. By Lemma 4.2 and the last part of Lemma 4.12, exc(8(zl+ i)) < Ml, where MI is 
as in (4.23). Then since aI = MI + v(i - I) + 1, Lemma 4.12 implies that this a(~!+ 1) can be 
written as d(u#l + L) with exe(L) < e, < al. Letting z1 = zI+i - u&C - L extends the 
induction. n 
The following two combinatorial emmas were used above. 
LEMMA 4.25. Assume that 1-c t < i < ip + N. Then 
Equality holds ifpvci-‘) >max{lp+N-i,t-1). 
Proof. Note that t - 1 + 1 < i - l< l(p - 1) + N. Thus 
v(i-I,--v((““r”: “))= v( 
(lp - t + N)! 
(l(p - 1) + N) ... (i - 1 + l).(i - 1 - 1) . . . (t - 1 + 1) > 
= ’ 
(lp - t + N)! (Zp + N - i)! (i - t - l)! 
(i - t - l)!(l + N - i)! (lp - 1 + N) ... (i - 1 + 1) (i - 1 - 1) ‘.. (t - 1 + 1) 
The condition pvti - I) > max(Zp + N - i, t - I> guarantees that v((““T!{‘“)) = 0 and 
v((~-~:~“)) = 0 by the standard result relating the mod p value of binomial coefficients to the 
p-ary expansions of the numbers. n 
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LEMMA 4.26. If0 < i d b, then vp(i(f)) G log,(b). 
Proof: Assume pj < b < pj+ ‘. We show 
b ... (b - i + 1) 
V 
(i - l)! 
<.i. 
We have max{v,(k): b - i < k < b} <j. The i - 1 numbers v,(k) other than the one which 
achieves the maximum are less than or equal to corresponding numbers v(l), . . . , v(i - 1) in 
the denominator. n 
We close this section by discussing the pattern of differentials which usually kill all 
elements in a:,” for a < j + E. As discussed in Section 3, these differentials are not essential 
to Theorem 1.1. That theorem assumed that all such elements are killed. If some are not, 
then our theorem becomes weaker than it might be; however, the author believes that the 
theorem as stated is the correct compromise between tractability and optimality. 
The main differentials are 
d .6,‘;yi_N -+ &;‘+ N --s ap+N-a. is usually surjective. (4.27) 
The cases in which this differential is not surjective occur when there is a value oft slightly 
greater than a for which v(i - t) is very large. In such a case, there can be a shorter nonzero 
differential &l*apfN + @,‘. If this happens, there will usually be a nonzero differential from 
&l,ap+N-A to g2qa for some small positive integer A. 
The surjectivity of the differential in (4.27) requires that if I&:*” 1 > 1 cT:yap+N 1,then there 
are shorter differentials which kill some of the multiples of the generator of CC?:*‘. This will 
indeed be the case, with most of the killing done by d l*ap+N-A for small positive values of A. 
We illustrate with the case p = 5, i = 55 + 2, and N = 4. For 0 < t < 55 + 1, we have 
v(lL+‘l) = V(pyl) = 
.l if tf2mod5 
2 if tz2mod5 but tf2mod52 
3 if t = 2mod5’ but t f 2mod53 
4 if t-2mod53 but tf2mod54 
5 if t E a54 + 2 with 1 < M < 4 
.6 if t = 2. 
We are not concerned here with ~9:~~. 
If 0 < a < 54 oand a # 1, the pattern of differentials into L?‘,“ is as follows. If 
v(/&?$‘J) > 2, then d4a+2:E1*5*+2 -+c!?~,~ hits all multiples of p2. If v( ) E:T”l) > 1, then 
a nonzero d4a+ 3 from El’ 5a+ 3 hits p times the generator of 8$‘. Finally, 
d . d', 'at 4 -+ &~;‘Y+, is surjective for all a satisfying 0 < a < 54 and a # 1. 4ai4. 4at4 
The large group &2,2 causes the unusual behavior when a = 1. The group &‘2*2 is hit by 
&‘1,9 
, E 
1.11 
, &T1,12 ~2 Z/52, &,13, and 81*14, each differential, starting with the shortest, 
hitting the element of order p in the remaining group &‘,‘*‘. (The differential from Q’* l2 also 
hits elements of order p’.) Finally &‘l** + g2.r 1s surjective. So in the notation of (4.27) 
a large group when t = 2 blocked the expected nonzero differential E’s9 + &2,1. 
Since the claims surrounding (4.27) are not necessary to our main theorem, we need not 
provide complete justification for them. We just outline the background for the basic 
differential. We use (2.10) to represent he generator of &:,ap+N, modp, by hyapfN. Under 
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favourable conditions, this pulls back to a cycle z in UC’ (Xi%<N) satisfying, mod L, 
This class is a generator of E:(Xi). Here we have used (2.7) 2.6, and 2.5. 
5. RESULTS WHEN N = k AND n IS p-CLEANER 
In this section, we establish the second and third cases of (1.9) by proving that if N = k 
and n is p-cleaner, then 
,iO v(l~~‘I) 2 n - 1 + V((i -j) ... (i -j-r)) + Sj+r+l 
and the estimate can be improved by 1 if n is p-cleanest. We continue to employ freely all the 
notation of Theorem 1.4. 
We still have Proposition 3.2 and that, for all practical purposes, S”,,’ = 0 for all t <.j. 
Most of this section will be devoted to establishing the following result. 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.4, with N = k. Assume thatfor all D 2 1 
v(i -j - D) < (p - l)D - v((D - 1)l) + Sj+ 1 - Sj+,. (5.2) 
Let r = v(i -j). Either 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
for some m with 
v(m - i) + 1 = N +j + r + 1 + i(p - 2) - v((i -j - r - l)!) + Sj+r+i (5.3) 
the difhzrentials cF~*~ + ~?,j+~ are 0 for t > r, while for 0 6 t d r, they have image of 
order < p, and, if equality never occurs in (5.2), then at most r of them are nonzero; or 
if 
v(m - i) + 1 = N + j + r + 2 + i(p - 2) - v((i -j - r - l)!) + Sj+r+ 1 
then the differentials ~9’~~ + ~?‘,j+~ are Ofor t > r, whilefor 0 d t < r, they have image 
of order < p; or 
r = 0 and if 
v(m - i) + 1 = N + j + 2 + i(p - 2) - v((i -j - l)!) + Sj+ 1 
then, for t > 0, the differential 6 l-i + &‘*j+’ is possibly nonzero only for t = 2 or 3 (but 
not both) and, if nonzero, its image has order p. 
Thus, with R denoting the RHS of (5.3) we have, similarly to (3.3), 
= n - 1 + v((i -j) ... (i -j - r)) + Sj+r+l (5.4) 
and if equality never occurs in (5.2), then the RHS of (5.4) can be increased by 1. This 
completes the proof of the second and third cases of (1.9). 
In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we will need the following analogue of Lemma 3.6. 
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LEMMA 5.5. Assume the notation of Theorem 1.4 with N = k, and that 
(i - f)(p - 1) - v((i - 1 - I)!) + SI < ei < i(p - 2) + 1 + N - v((i - l)!) + S1. (5.6) 
Let z be a cycle in UC’(X/+ 1) satisfying 
z = t, (c,he* + L,)y, 
with 
t=1+1 
e, = ei - (i - t)(p - 2) + v((i - t)!) - S, (5.7) 
c, E ZcP), 1 > j, and exc(L,) < e,. Assume also that if jf N modp and I+ 1 E 
jp2+Np+Nmodp3 and c,+2fOmodp, then c ,+ 1 E cl + 2 mod p. Then z pulls back to 
a cycle z1 in UC’(Xf) satisfying z1 = z + (qh’l + L))y,, where el satisjies (5.7) and 
exc(L,) < et. Moreover, if j f N mod p and 1 s jp2 + Np + N mod p3 and cl+ 1 f 0 mod p, 
then cI = cl+1 modp in zl. 
As in Lemma 3.6, the last sentence is needed to make this lemma self-perpetuating. 
Proof: When 1, 1 + 1 f Np + N modp’, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 3.6 in 
Section 4. 
We will analyze two steps in pulling back (h’ + L)y[+ 1 when 
l=~rp’+Np+N 
a condition which will be assumed through the remainder of this proof. Let b = v(i - 1). We 
will show that (h’ + L)yl+ 1 pulls back, mod L, to 
h’yl+, + ch’-P+byl + 
uhe-2P+b+2yl_l if af j modp 
c,he_2p+b+ 1 
yl_l if a Ejmodp. 
(5.8) 
Here u denotes a unit in Zcpj, C’E Ztpj is unrestricted, and CEZ~,) is a unit if and only if 
uf N modp, while c E 1 modp if a = jf N modp. 
Note that v(i - 1) > 1, and v(i - I) 2 2 if and only if j G N modp. In (5.7), 
el -eI+l = - p + 2 + v(i - I) - (S, - S1+ 1) = - p + v(i - I) 
and this is consistent with the exponent e - p + v(i - 1) of h on y, in (5.8). 
elm1 - el+l = - 2(p - 2) + v(i - I) - (SI-I - S,+,) 
= - 2p + v(i - 1) + 
1 if a=jmodp 
2 if a+jmodp 
Similarly, 
is consistent with the exponents of h on yl_ 1 in (5.8). 
The actual proof of this lemma should perhaps be carried out more along the lines of 
that of Lemma 3.6. However, the guts of the argument is in (5.8). Some work is required to 
see that terms on y, for t > 1 + 1 cannot mess up the pulling back claimed in (5.8), but this 
can be accomplished as in the proof of (4.17) in 3.6, using the LHS of (5.6). The part about 
c - 1 in (5.8) when CI E j+ N translates to the last sentence of Lemma 5.5. This specific 
information is required to obtain the exponent of h on y,_ 1 in this case, which is the content 
of the assumption after (5.7). The RHS of (5.6) is required so that z1 satisfies the unstable 
condition. 
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Now we prove (5.8). We consider first the case j$ N modp. Then I(p - 1) + N = 
p2(xp + N - LX) and i - I= p(j - N - up), and so 
LJ((h’ + L)yl+ 1) = p2(ap + N - a)(h’ + L) 0 hy, 
= - p2(ap + N - a)(h @ he-p+l + WY1 
ap+N-a 
= P j _ N _ ap 4he-p+2 + J52)Yl 
ap+N-a 
= j _ N _ ap 4(he-P+1 + L’)YI) 
where in each case the L has excess less than that of the accompanying term. Here we have 
used Lemma 4.4 at the second step, Lemma 4.5 at the third step, and Lemma 4.12 (applied 
top@@ he-p+’ + L1)~2(e_p)+ i  at the last step to know that the p reduces the excess of L2. 
Thus we can pull back to a cycle 
2’ = (h” + L)yt+ 1 + 
ap+N-a 
ap+N_jh’-p+l+L’ 
(Note that the fraction here is 1 mod p if a = j mod p, and is a unit if a +k N mod p.) Now we 
have, omitting a factor (I - l)(p - 1) + N, which is 1 modp, 
a(L~)=((h.+L)~(P(a~2+N~-a~-l)h2_hu)+(~~~19h’P+’ +Lf)@h)y,_, 
= ph=-l@ h2 + ( ap~~_jh~-~+l@h+L~.)g,_l. 
Here we have used, as usual, ha = uh - ph2 and hPu s uPh, and then combined the 
(he-l 0 h2)-terms and the (he-P+ ’ @ h)-terms. If a f j, then the leading term is a unit times 
hemmp+l @ h, and so the claim follows from Lemma 4.6, while if a E j, then all terms have 
excess d e - 2p + 1, and so the claim follows from Corollary 4.13. 
Now assume j = N modp, so that b:= v(i - I) 3 2. As before, 
d((h” + L)y[+ 1) = (h’ + L) 0 p2(ap + N - a)hy,. 
If af N modp, this is d((uh’-P+b + L’)yJ by Lemma 4.12. We need here that 
exc(p2L) < e - 2, which will be true if L was obtained as in Lemma 4.12, using also that, in 
the notation of 4.12, v(a) 3 2. Then i3((he + L)yl+ 1 - (uhe--P+b + L’)yJ is dominated by the 
term d(uhe-P+b yJ, which is easily obtained. 
If, on the other hand, a z N modp, then all terms T in a((he + L)yl+ 1) satisfy 
exe(T) < e - 2 - p. Here we need again that L has been obtained as in Lemma 4.12, and we 
only need to decrease the excess of L by 2. This i7((he + L)yl+ 1) is d((ch”-p+b + L’)yJ with 
c E 0 modp, and from here we proceed similarly to the previous paragraph. n 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We choose ei equal to the RHS of (5.3), and use Lemma 5.5 to 
deduce that h”yi pulls back to a cycle 
zj+,+l E he8yi + . . . + cj+r+lh(j’*fl)(p-l)‘Nyj+,+l modL (5.9) 
with cj+r+ 1 E Zcp). The first part of (5.6) for 1 2 j + r + 1 is implied by (5.2) and the second 
part is automatic. 
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First we consider the case r = 0 and cj+ 1 a unit. Then, mod L 
qcj+ Ih(j+ ~HP- l)+N y,+ 1) = &j+ l)(p- l)+N @ hyj E - uh@ hj(p-l)+Nyj 
with u a unit. However, this can be cancelled if equality never occurs in (5.2). We refer back 
to Theorem 2.8(2), which says that the initial term acm_i)(p- I),ejyi (which we have been 
representing as h”‘yj mod L) is congruent modp to - sz~(~-~)(~-~)-~hy~, where 
(m - i)(p - 1) E spe,-l modp”. 
This yields a contribution - sh 0 h’-‘yj to a(zj+ i). Note that the binomial coefficient here 
is (jV;+N) = (!~~I~~~$ = 1, and, because i -j = j(p - 1) + N, the class of h @ h’-‘yj 
generates Ec(Sj4+2N+1). We obtain 
We can choose m so that s E - u modp. Here it is important to note that the value of 
the unit u does not depend on this s. In our pulling back, we use (2.9) to view the initial term 
as - ~(“-~)(p-i)-~+Py~, independent of s. The assumption that equality never occurs in (5.2) 
implies that the LHS of (5.6) can be made 1 stronger, so that, in a(z) which is relevant at each 
stage of pulling back, the term CI 0 h’-’ will have excess trictly less than the bound being 
used for the excess of terms such as ch’ ‘+I @ h. This will prevent the value of s from 
contributing to the coefficient U. Since S:,j z Z/p in the case under consideration, we obtain 
that if m is chosen SO that s = - u modp, then di_j = 0 : ~7’3~ -+ b2sj, SO that the last clause of 
Theorem 5.1(l) is satisfied. If equality does occur in (5.2), then we cannot assert that this 
cancellation can be achieved, but Theorem 5.1(l) is still satisfied. We had not discussed this 
kind of cancellation when N # k and n is p-cleaner because h @ hi-‘-‘yj+E is a boundary 
mod L in these cases. 
Next we consider the case where r = 0 and cj+ i G 0 modp. Then the last term of (5.9), 
cj+ ,h(j+ I)(P- l)+N yj+l, will still be unstable if the exponent of h is increased by 1. It will 
usually be the case that the whole sum (5.9) will still be unstable if each term is multiplied by 
h (and divided by u to keep the degree unchanged). To see this, we note that in (5.7) 
e,+1- e, < p - 1, with equality if and only if 
t = Np + Nmodp2 and Nf jmodp‘ 
or 
t = jp2 + Np + N - 1 modp3. (5.10) 
If neither of the conditions in (5.10) is satisfied when t = j + 1, then (5.9) remains unstable 
after being multiplied by h, since all terms e, with t > j + 1 satisfy e, < t(p - 1) + N. In this 
case, for any m with v(m - i) + 1 exactly 1 greater than the value stated in (5.3), 
d: &1,i + &‘2Pj will be possibly nonzero due to the - sh @ h’-j term discussed in the two 
preceding paragraphs, and Theorem 5.1(2) is satisfied in this case. Since we do not assert 
cancellation here, we do not need the assumption of no equality in (5.2). 
If, however, j + 1 z Np + N modp2 with N f j modp, then it is possible that the 
penultimate term of (5.9) is uh(j+2)(p-1)+N yj+ 2 with u a unit. (This would be the case where 
1 = j + 1, c = 0 modp, and b = 1 in (5.8)). All preceding terms will be of the form c,hqy, with 
e, < t(p - 1) + N. If ei is 1 greater than the value on the RHS of (5.3), h”‘yi will pull back to 
a cycle w in UC’(Xj+3) with exponents of h on the leading terms 1 greater than those of 
(5.9), and there may be a nonzero differential &isi + &2,j+2 due to 
a(h(j+3)(p-l)tNyj+3) E u’h(j’3)(p-1)+N Q hyj+2. 
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Then pw pulls back to a cycle whose leading terms equal those of (5.9), and the differential 
into 6*,’ is 0. Indeed, the component from yj+ I is 0 due to cj+ I - 0, while the component 
from yi is 0 since w has been multiplied by p. Thus we obtain Theorem 5.1(3) with t = 2. 
When j + 1 = jp2 + Np + N - 1 modp3, the situation is somewhat similar. If j E N, 
then in (5.8) with 1- 1 = j + 1, we have b > 1 and c is not a unit, and we deduce that all 
terms in (5.9) remain unstable after the exponents of h are increased by 1, and so Theorem 
5.1(2) is satisfied. If j $ N, then b = 1 and c is a unit in (5.8). In this case, the last three terms 
of (5.9) could be 
uh(.i+3)(p-i)+Nyj+3  u’h(j+2Kp-U+Nyj+2  c+j+l)(~-l)+Nyj+l 
with u and u’ units, but c - 0 mod p, and e, < t(p - 1) + N if t > j + 3. Hence, if ei is 
1 greater than the value on the RHS of (5.3) he’yi will pull back to a cycle w in UC’(Xj+J 
with exponents of h on the leading terms 1 greater than those of (5.9) and there may be 
a nonzero differential El*’ + &2,j+3 due to 
a(h(j+4Kp-r)+N yj+4) E u~‘h(j+4)(p- l)+N 0 hYj+3. 
Then pw pulls back to a cycle whose leading terms equal those of (5.9) and, as before, the 
differential into b2vj is 0. Thus we obtain Theorem 5.1(3) with t = 3. 
Assume next that 0 < r < p and Cj+,+l is a unit. Then, mod L, 
a(zj+,+ 1 ) E &@ @+r)(P-l)+Nyj+r 
and so 
d._ ._ :b:,i = b!:i,_ 
1 J r 
, J I + syj?; z ,:qj+r z z/p 
is surjective. Then by Lemma 4.6 
a(Pzj+*+ I ) = d((u’h(j+‘)(P-‘)+N + Lj+l)yj+l) 
and SO pzj+*+ 1 pulls back to a cycle wj+, satisfying 
wj+r E Pzj+r+ 1 - Uth(j+WU+Nyj+r mods. 
This continues, yielding, for 1 d t < r, surjective differentials 
and classes 
Wj+t E Pwj+t+ 1 - 
uh(j+‘)(P-l)+Nyj+t modL. 
Finally, d(wj+ 1) contains significant contributions from its top (p’tr(,-i,cp- i)/e;yi) and bot- 
tom (nh’j+ l)(p- l)+N yj+ l) classes. Similarly to the case above with r = 0 and cj+ 1 a unit, the 
top hits - p’sh 0 hi-jy, if (m - i)(p - 1) E sp’m-’ mod p", while the bottom hits 
u(j(p _ I)+ N)h(j+l)(P-l)+N@ hyj E -u(i -j)h@hj(P-')+Nyj. 
Since v(i - j) = Y and i - j = j(p - 1) + N, we find that if m is chosen so that s has a certain 
mod p value, then the two contributions cancel in &2Vp z Z/p’+ ‘, and so di-j = 0. Hence 
here we have Theorem 5.1(l). Again we need the assumption of no equality in (5.2) in order 
to assert that the coefficients obtained in pulling back do not depend on s. 
If r 2 p, then in the procedure of the previous paragraph, there will be at least one value 
of t for which j + t E N modp. This will have two effects: (a) 1 ~F:*j+~l = pl+v(i-j-l) > p2, 
and (b) the coefficient ((j+f)(Pil)+N) which occurs in a(w. J+f+ 1) is a multiple of p. Since 
i - j - t = j(p - 1) + N - t and (j + t)(p - 1) + N have the same p-exponent for the 
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values of t being considered, these effects will effectively cancel. Indeed, if 
(j + t)(p - 1) + N = up’, then, mod L, 
a(Wj+t+ 1) G ( (j + NP - 1) + N 1 ) @+I+ i)(P- l)+N 0 hyj+, 
s _ upvh 0 h(.i+O(P-l)+Nyj+, 
has order p in &:,j+‘. Thus d : c?‘L>_~ + ~$,‘l’,‘_‘~ has image of order p, and pWj+ f + I extends as 
in the previous paragraph. 
If v(cj+r+l ) = d > 0, then the first d of the differentials described in the two previous 
paragraphs will usually be 0, and then the pattern described there will begin. For example, if
d = 2, then p2h(j+r+1)(p-1)+Nyj+*+ 1 p ulls back to a class congruent, mod L and ignoring 
unit coefficients, to 
r S $@+r+ l)(p- i)+Nyj+r+ 1 + $&i+r)(P- i)+Nyj+r + h(j+r- I)(P- l)+Nyj+r_ 1 
and 
a(r) c h@h(.i+r-Wp-i)+N Yj+l_z # 0E~2’j+‘-2. 
It could happen that ~~h(j+~+ l)(p-l)+Nyj+,.+ 1 is preceded in (5.9) by a term such as 
&i+r+a)(p-i)+N yj+r+r, which will dominate in the calculation of a(rj+,+ i). That could 
make it so that these first differentials are not zero, but we still obtain the pattern and results 
of the previous two paragraphs. n 
6. RESULTS WHEN n IS NOT p-CLEANER 
In this section, we prove the remaining cases of (1.9). That is, we prove 
THEOREM 6.1. If n is not p-clean, then 
while if n is p-clean but not p-cleaner, then 
,io v(I&A) > n - 1 + Sj+,. 
The following result gives the description of the CSS (in the degree specified in 
Convention 3.4(l)) in this case. 
LEMMA 6.2. Assume n is not p-cleaner. Let D be the largest integer satisfying 
E<D<~-j-esuchthat 
v(i -j - D) 2 N - k + E + D(p - 1) - v((D - E)!) + Sj+, - Sj+o 
and then choose the smallest A 2 0 such that 
(6.3) 
A + v(A!) - (Sj+o-a - Sj+h) 2 N - k + Dp - v(i -j - D). 
Such a A exists satisfying A < D. 
(6.4) 
For j + E G 1 < j + D - A, the difSerentia1 di - I is possibly nonzero. (Here and in the rest of 
this lemma, all diferentials emanate from c,T’~~!) However, if1 E N mod p, then either di _, is not 
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surjective or else di-t-6 = 0 for 1 < 6 < p. Similarly, if k # N and 1 G kp + N - 1 mod pz, 
then either di-t is not surjective or else di_,-a = 0 for 1 6 6 < p + 1. 
In addition, if k = N and 1= crp’ + Np + N, then either 
( coker(di _ 1) 1 ’ P2 
if c( = N Ejmodp 
=P 
2 otherwise 
and di-t+l = 0 if a = jf N modp, or else di_r-6 = 0 for 1 6 6 < p. 
If v(A) > 0 (or A = 0), then ~(&:‘j+~-‘) > 1, and the order of the image elf 
&1.i + &2,j+D-A is less than or equal to py+l, where y is the difirence of the two sides of (6.4). 
There will be no other difierentials into groups &Y2,t with 13 j + E, provided 
ei = v(m - i) + 1 satisfies 
ei <j + k + 1 - D(p - 1) + i(p - 2) - v((i -j - D - l)!) + Sj+D. (6.5) 
If A = 0, then either there exists such an m for which the image of the difirential into 
~?‘,j+~ has order less than or equal to py, or else ei can be made 1 larger than the RHS of (6.5) 
and still have no additional difberentials. 
For example, if N = 5, k = 2, and j = (p”’ - 1 + p4 - l)/(p - l), then D = p4 and 
A = 3. 
Before proving this lemma, we deduce Theorem 6.1 from it. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Lemma 6.2 shows that if n is not p-cleaner, then, analogously to 
(3.3), we have 
(6.6) 
with 
and 
A = i + v(i!) + RHS of (6.5) 
B d j + D - A + v(i ... (i -j - D + A + 1)) - (Sj+, - Sj+D_A) + y + 1 
where y is as in the lemma. The Sj+E - Sj+D-A in B is due to the cases in Lemma 6.2 in 
which di_1 might not be surjective for j + E < t <j + D - A. Simplifying somewhat gives 
the first step of 
[iO v(l82’\) 2 i(p - 1) + k - DP + A + Sj+D + Sj+E - Sj+D-A - y 
+ v((i -j - D + A) ... (i -j - D)) 
= i(p - 1) + N + Sj+, 
= n - 1 + Sj+, 
while substituting the definition of y gives the second step, along with the observation that 
v(i -j - D + t) = v(t) for t # 0 in the range under consideration. 
Clearly A = 0 satisfies (6.4) if and only if n is not p-clean. The final portion of 
Lemma 6.2 says that in this case either B may be decreased by 1 or A may be increased by 1 
in (6.6). W 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. It is immediate from (6.3) that inequality (6.4) is satisfied for A = D. 
This establishes the claim that the smallest such A is less than or equal to D. 
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Inequality (6.3) is the antithesis of (1.8), which was used in the proof of Lemma 3.6 to 
guarantee that (3.7) could be satisfied. If D is chosen as in (6.3), then the cycle z of (3.8) with 
1 = j + D yields a term T in a(z) of the form 
T = (j + D)(P - 1) + N 
i-j-D > hec @ hi-j-Dyj+D. 
The binomial coefficient here is a unit, since 
(j + D)(p - 1) + N = (i -j -D) + (Dp + N - k) 
so if v(i -j - D) is a large number L, the coefficient is ( np$d) with d<cpL; in fact, d is not 
much larger than L. The excess of T is at least i -j - D, and, by the analysis of (4.18), this 
does not satisfy exe(T) d e with e as in (4.16). Thus Lemma 3.6 must be modified for 
subsequent pulling back. 
In this situation, ei can be increased over its value in (3.10). Recall that this value of e in 
(3.10) was obtained as the largest value that would allow pulling back to a class with 
ej < j(p - 1) + N. In our new situation, we choose the largest ei that will allow pulling back 
to a class with e. ,+D+i d i -j - D + p - 1. This is appropriate since 
d(h’-j-D+P-lyj+D+ 1) = 
(j + D)(p- l)+N 
1 
h’-J-D+p-i @ hyj+D 
(j+D)(p-l)+N = 
- 
1 
whose excess is equal to or less than that of the term T, obtained independently of the value 
of ei. The same pullback analysis which yielded (3.10) now yields 
ei = i -j - D + p - 1 + (i -j - D - l)(p - 2) - ~((i -j - D - l)!) + sj+D 
= j + k + 1 - D(p - 1) + i(p - 2) - ~((i -j - D - l)!) + sj+D (6.7) 
which is (6.5). 
With ei chosen in this way, and e, satisfying (3.9) we have a cycle 
(6.8) 
with exc(L,) < e,. By the analysis in the proof of Lemma 3.6, together with the observations 
so far in this proof, all terms T in C?(Z) have exe(T) < i - j - D. If A = 0, then, by (6.4), 
i -j - D = (j + D)(p - 1) + k - Dp 2 (j + D)(p - 1) + N - v(i -j - D) (6.9) 
and so {a(z)) is possibly nonzero in Ei(S (j+D)(p- lktN). Moreover, its order is less than or 
equal to py+l, where y is the difference in (6.4). 
In fact, we can do 1 better than this. If equality is obtained in (6.9), and in (6.8) we have 
cj+D+l a unit, ej+D+l =i-j-D+p-l,andN#k(sothat(“‘D”p~-1”N)isaunit),then, 
for some m with v(m - i) + 1 equal to (6.7), the two terms in 
qz) E UCI,_i,ej @ hi-j-D + (j + D)(pl- ‘)+ N cj+D+lhi-j-D+P-l @h yj+D (6.10) 
will be cancelling elements of order p in ~?‘*j+~, and so here we have y = 0 and 
im(di_j_r,) = 0. The coefficient u = (‘j+~!g~~‘+” ) is a unit since the top part equals 
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i --j - D + N - k + Dp, and v(i -j - D) 2 N - k + Dp, so the binomial coefficient is of 
the form (‘“~,~ d),which is a unit. 
If one of the hypotheses at the beginning of this paragraph fails, then we will not get the 
cancellation and will still have the nonzero differential due to CI,,_+~ @hi-jmD, but now we 
can increase ei by 1 over its value in (6.7) and still have all terms unstable. The argument in 
this case (A = 0) continues as in the paragraph, soon to follow, which begins “If pR is the 
order.” 
On the other hand, if A > 0, then (6.9) does not hold, and so by Corollary 4.13 
a(z) = d(uh’ + J!d)yj+D with e < i -j - D + v(i -j - D) + 1 and exe(L) < e. Thus z pulls 
back to the cycle Z’ = z - (df + L)yj+D E UC(Xf+D). 
Similarly to the procedure in the proof of Lemma 3.6, this cycle z’ pulls back to 
Z’ + 1 (cj+D-t h’J+D-’ + l!dj+D-t)yj+D-t 
f>l 
with 
ej+D_, < i -j - D + v(i -j - D) + 1 - (p - 2)t 
+ v((i -j - D + 1) ... (i -j - D i- t)) - sj+D-1 + sj+D 
and exc(Lj+D-J < ej+D_t, as long as ej+D_t < (j + D - t)(p - 1) + N. Using the fact that 
v((i -j - D + 1) ... (i -j - D + t)) = v(t!) since v(i -j - D) is large, this last inequality 
simplifies to 
t + I -I v(i -j - D) < N - k + Dp + Sj+D_f - sj+D. 
The smallest for which this fails will be the A of (6.4). One can verify that in this pulling 
back from j + D to j + D - A, the factor on the right side of the @ cannot be the 
determining factor for excess, i.e. that the analogue of (4.18) is satisfied. 
Next we establish the claimed possible differentials into &z*i+D-A when A > 0. We have 
a cycle 
i? = i (CJf~ + L,)y, 
r=j+D-A+1 
(6.11) 
as described in the two previous paragraphs. The leading term in a(3 will be 
T = cj+D-A+1 
(j+D-AO-l)+N 
1 
he,+D-~+lahy, _ 
JtD A. 
The binomial coefficient will be a unit, since, if it were not, the LHS of (6.4) would be no 
larger for A than it is for A - 1. For the same reason, Sj+D-A = Sj+D_A+ 1, a fact which Will 
be used later in this paragraph. If Cj+D-A+ 1 is a unit and f?j+ D--A+ 1 has its maximum 
possible value of 
i -j -D + v(i -j - D) + 1 -(p - 2)(A - 1) -I- v((A - l)!) - Sj+D-A+1 -I- sj+D 
then, using Lemma 4.4, T is a unit multiple of h 0 h’yj+D-A, where 
M = (p - I)j + k - D -I- v(i -j - D) - (p - 2)A + v((A - l)!) - sj+D_A+l + sj+D. 
By Theorem 2.8(4), the order of the subgroup of E~(Sq(j+D-A)-2Nt ‘) generated by h @ h” is 
c1- ((j + D - A)(p - 1) + N) + v(i -j - D + A) + 1 = y + 1 
where y is, as in the lemma, the difference of the two sides of (6.4). This establishes the claim 
of the lemma that the order of the image of the differential into &2*jtD-A is less than or 
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equal to py+ ‘. (If Cj+D_A+ I is not a unit Or t?j+D_a+ 1 does not have its maximum value, then 
the order of the image of the differential will be less than @‘+I.) 
If pR is the order of the image of the differential from &lgi to @*j+D-A, and z” is as in 
(6.11), then a(pRF) is a cycle of excess (j + D - A)(p - 1) + N - v(j + D - A) - 1, and so 
by Corollary 4.13, it is d(~‘h(~+~-~)(~-‘)+~ + L)JJj+D_A, where u’ iS a Unit and L has lower 
excess. Thus there is a cycle 
This begins an induction which we would like to use to give us classes zI in UC’(Xf) for 
1 = j + D - A down to j + E satisfying certain properties. The anticipated behavior would 
be that differentials E’p’ + &‘*r would be surjective except in the following cases: 
l Ifl=Nmodp,then 
! 
= P if k#N or 1+kp+Nmodp2 
Icoker(di_J) > p2 if k=N=j and l-Np2+Np+Nmodp3 
= P2 otherwise; 
l If I= kp + N modp2, then di_I+l is not surjective if k # N or l= jp2 + Np + 
Nmodp3 andjf Nmodp. 
In each case, if a class zf supports a differential whose image has order p”, then p”zt pulls back 
to some zI_i. 
Unfortunately, when we pass an 1 which is congruent to kp + N modp’, we may lose 
some control. Thus we cannot assert hat differentials necessarily behave as we expect that 
they usually will, causing the lack of precision in Lemma 6.2. The following result will 
be adequate for our purposes; indeed it completes the proof of Lemma 6.2 and hence 
of Theorem 1.1. See Remark 6.14 for more on how Proposition 6.12 translates into 
Lemma 6.2. n 
PROPOSITION 6.12. In the notation of Lemma 6.2, assume 1 <j + D - A. Assume that 
zr+ 1 E UC’(Xf+ 1) is a cycle of the form 
zl+l =(ur+Ih(‘+‘)(P-l)+N + Ll+,)yr+, + c T,y, 
t=1+2 
with exc(T,) < t(p - 1) + Nfor I+ 2 6 t < i. Here and throughout the statement and proof 
of this proposition, u is always a unit, and exe(L) is less than that of the accompanying power of 
h. Then 
(1) Zf l>j+e and 1fNmodp and l$kp+N-lmodp2, then di-r:b1*i+b2q1 is 
surjective, and P”(‘-~)+ 1 zl + 1 pulls back to a cycle 
=z = P 
v(i - 2) + 1 =[+I + (ulh’(P-l)+N + LJyre UC’(Xf). 
(2) Assume 1-l>j+& and l=ap+N. Let c=v(a(p-l)+N), b=v(i-1), and 
s = max(b - c, 0). Then 1 im(di_JI = p”. If it is not the case that 
b = c < v( jp - a + k), then di-r+ 1 is surjective, and p”’ ‘zr+ 1 pulls back to a cycle 
zr-1 = ps+’ zl+l + (crhl(P-l)+N + LJy, 
+(ul_lh(‘-‘WU+N + Lr-,)y,-+UC’(Xf_l). 
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If b = c < v(jp - a + k), then di- ,+ 1 = 0 is not surjective. Zf T is the smallest positive 
integer with 1 - z 2 j + E such that dt_t+,: 81*i +82,1-r is nonzero, then, ifp’ is the 
order of the image of this di- I+r, JI’z~+~ pulls back to a cycle zt-,G UC’(Xi_,) of the 
f orm 
z[-~ = P’z[+~ + i (clh(‘-‘)(r-l)+N + I+,)y,_, 
t=o 
with c,EZ~,, and c, a unit. 
Proof: (1) Mod L, 
by Lemma 4.4. By Theorem 2.8, this generates Ei(S f(r-l)+N). Thus the differential is 
surjective. By Lemma 4.6,8(~“(~-‘)+ ‘zt+ J can be written as d(uhlcP- l)+N + Lt)y,, and so the 
pulling back here follows as usual. The hypothesis 1f kp + N - 1 is necessary to insure that 
a( Ti + ,y, + z) is not significant. 
(2) The calculation here is similar to (4.19). Assume without loss of generality that the 
unit attached to h(‘+ lxp- l)+N Y,+~ is 1. Write i - 1 = upb and a(p - 1) + N = u’p’. Then, 
mod L, 
c?z*+~ = p(a(p - 1) + AJ)h(t+l)‘P-‘)+N@ hy, 
- _ up’h @ h@‘-l)+N-lyl. 
If c > b, then this is (u’/u)pc-bd((ht(p-l)+N + L)yt), and so zI + 1 pulls back to 
U' 
z1 = z~+~ + -; pc-bh’(p-l)+N + L 
Omitting a factor ((1 - l)(p - 1) + N) = 1 modp, we have 
azl - hV+‘)(P- l)+N @ (I- ‘)(P-- ‘1 +N-lhZ _hv 
2 
_~p’-b,,+(p-l)+N@,, y _ 
1 1. 
U 
We note that the coefficient of h2 is a multiple of p, and replace hv by vh - ph2. Then we use 
hrv = vph to obtain a term - hf(p-l)+N @ h. If c > b, this term - ht(p- l)+N @ h will be the 
leading term, giving the surjective differential into g2,1- ‘, and the claimed pullback. If c = b, 
two leading terms combine to yield 
(6.13) 
Since pb(u + u’) = jp - a + k, the coefficient ( - 1 - (u’/u)) is a unit if it is not the case that 
b < v(jp - a + k), and when the coefficient is a unit, (6.13) has higher excess than the 
ph2-terms. Thus dzl generates E2(S - ’ (’ l)(J’-l)+N), and the argument is finished as in the 
previous case. If b < v( jp - a + k), then the coefficient in (6.13) is a multiple of p, and so this 
term is not a generator, and di- 1 + 1 is not surjective. We continue pulling zI back as far as 
possible, to zI _Z + 1 for some r 2 1. If im(di_I+,) has order ps with s > 0, then by Lemma 4.12 
a(pSzt_r+l) = d(uh”-‘“P-“+N + L)y,_, 
and the pullback is completed as usual. 
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If b > c, 8(zI+ J E - u/p’+ ‘h @ hlCp- l)+Nyl has order pb-’ in g2*‘, pbeczl+ 1 pulls back to 
I 
zl 3 pb-czl+ 1 _ !_ ~J(P- l)+Nyl 
u 
and a(~,) E ~“hl(P- l)+N @ hy,_ 1, which is a generator of 82,1- ’ c Z/p. The pullback of pzl is 
achieved as usual. n 
Remark 6.14. The translation from Proposition 6.12 to Lemma 6.2 is straightforward. 
Assume 1= up + N. 
If k#N, then b=O in 6.12, and so di_l=O. If also ask, then c=O and 
v(jp - a + k) > 0, so that di- [+ 1 is not surjective. 
Now assume k = N. If a+ N, then c = 0 and b > 0 so that 
v( Icoker(di_Jl) = (b + 1) - b = 1. 
Now assume also that a = ccp + N. If N + j, then b = 1 and c > 1, so that 
Icoker(di_J) = 162vf1 =p2. 
If N - j and cr+ N, then b 2 2 and c = 1, and so 
v(lcoker(di-Jj) = (b + 1) -(b - 1) = 2. 
Similarly, if N = j and a E N, then b 3 2, c > 2 and 1 coker(di_J I > p3. Finally, if N $ j and 
a - j, then b = c = 1 < v( jp - a -t k), and so di_! + 1 is not surjective. 
The scenario in Lemma 6.2 in which di_I-6 = 0 for 1 < 6 6 p or p + 1 is due to the 
possibility in Proposition 6.12 that di-(l+p)+i could be 0 for z < p. 
We close with an example, promised earlier, in which there is a nonzero group 82’ with 
a <j. Recall that our results are predicated on these groups being 0. When these groups are 
nonzero, it just means that our Theorems 1.1 and 1.4 are a bit weaker than they might be. 
These cases were omitted because they are very rare and difficult to describe. 
Example 6.15. Let p = 3, i = 39 + 10, and N = 2. (Thus n = 2. 39 + 23, j = 38 + 3, and 
k = 1.) We claim that S: ’ E Z/3. This was suggested by our theory, and was verified by 
computer calculation using (1.13). 
From our point of view, the thing that causes this anomaly is the large group 
d :-lo = Z/31°. It is killed by differentials from some of the groups &I,’ with 23 < t < 32. In 
the usual pattern, there would have been nonzero differentials &1*23 + g2s7, &1,26 + &Y2,‘, 
and ,$1,29 -+ ,$2,9. However, what actually happens is that there are shorter nonzero 
differentials 
Groups whose order is not indicated are Z/3. 
Without going into much detail, we mention that the differential &1,2o + g2,’ is 
obtained by pulling hy,, back to 
z = hy,, + ... + h2°y,o + h’9y, + h’6y,. 
Here we have omitted unit coefficients. The terms in ... have small enough powers of h as to 
be insignificant. The hZoy,, comes from writing h 0 h”y,, as d(h20y10). The leading term in 
a(z) is h19 @ hvy, E h” 0 hy, E h @ h15y,, which is the element of order 3 in 8:*‘. 
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